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Document overview 

This document consists of two main sections.  The first provides a high level product description of Evoke.  

The second provides a walk-through of the process of using Evoke along with extra technical detail relating to 

various parts of the product. 

Product goal and outline 

Evoke is designed to facilitate the creation of modern line of business applications.  These applications are 

able to run on a wide range of software and hardware platforms and are capable of adapting their user 

interface to accommodate the physical and UI-styling differences that exist across these platforms. 

Viewed from a very high-level, Evoke consists of three main parts:  

 An app designer allowing easy creation of all aspects of an application’s UI 

 An app generator to automatically create customizable Visual Studio projects based on the designs 

 Run-time libraries to support the various flavors of generated projects 

The product's goal is to provide the software developer with an effective way of creating applications that are 

able to deliver first class user experiences across today's wide range of application delivery platforms, 

specifically: 

 Desktop Browser (Internet Explorer, Chrome, Safari, Firefox, Mozilla) 

 Phone/Tablet Browser (iOS, Android, Windows) 

 Phone/Tablet Native app (iOS, Android, Windows) 

 Windows Desktop Rich Client (WPF) 

And, in doing so, provide the developer with the ability to utilize all of the power and versatility of the best 

application IDEs on the market. 

The problem being addressed 

Evoke is designed to address three of the major problems facing application developers and IT managers 

today, namely: 

 How to create line of business applications that can be used on a wide variety of devices and 

software platforms without having to create completely separate versions for each one and without 

having to learn a completely separate set of tools and skills for each platform.  Combine this also 

with the underlying requirement to deliver a first class user experience for each one. 

 

 How to manage application deployment, data synchronization and data security across a population 

of enterprise connected mobile devices 
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 How to ensure that any investment in application development tools and techniques will stay 

relevant in today’s rapidly changing technology landscape 

All, of course, to be achieved on time and on budget! 

Product architecture 

Evoke consists of three main parts; a designer (the “app designer”), an IDE content generator (the “app 

generator”) and a set of runtime support libraries. 

The Evoke application designer 
Evoke's application designer (the 'app designer') is the main visual part of the product and is an app in its own 

right.  It is built using the same principles and architecture as those used by the app designer and, in fact, 

most of its visual aspects have been created using the designer itself. 

The app designer allows various components of an application to be defined: 

 Data model (the data relating to an application UI) 

 Navigation hierarchy (menu system) 

 Pages (the visible UI) 

 Platform specific fine-tuning (platform specific design customizations) 

 View models (the parts of the overall data model used by each screen) 

 Local caching of data (data held on the user’s device) 

 Data synchronization (how to synchronize data updates made when a device is not connected to the 

network) 

 Application lifecycle management (the management of process activation/sleep/termination on 

mobile-aware platforms) 

 3rd party control libraries (support for the use of custom 3rd party or self-authored controls) 

Each of these aspects is explored in the following sections. 

Data model 
The app designer contains an entity modeller.  This allows developers to describe data composition and 

relationships between data entities.  The structure of the data model is entirely separate to any database 

storage system that might be ultimately used to hold persisted data – that is, it is the data environment 

purely from the perspective of the application UI.  There is one data model per application. 

The Data model definition also allows certain aspects of business logic to be described, for example data 

validation. 

Navigation hierarchy 
Each target platform can have its own navigation design.  Where relevant (and probably very often), target 

platforms may share navigation designs.  Briefly, a navigation design is a menu option hierarchy which 

ultimately gets transformed during the IDE content generation process into UI elements that adhere to the 

application navigation standards and conventions of the target platform. 
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Pages 
An application will contain many page (screen) definitions – each containing a set of input widgets organized 

in a certain way.  Page design is the most complex part of the designer tool. 

Each page may, if required (very often it will not) have a variation created specifically for each target 

platform.  Where relevant, page designs may be shared across target platforms. 

As well as being target platform specific, a page design is also screen dimension specific.  That is, the app 

designer offers the opportunity for developers to design page “layouts” that are for a specific screen 

resolution or device orientation. 

Thus, the app designer allows applications to support what we call a “Targeted Adaptive UI”.  This term 

describes the ability for an application to not only adjust its UI based on the size of the device screen or 

browser window, but also based on the key visual styling and layout characteristics of that particular device 

platform.  It has been found that this approach consistently provides the best possible user experience – and 

user experience is now, more than ever, the key driver in the construction of application software. 

It may be that a developer decides that a single screen layout can be used for multiple screen width 

groupings, and in fact the app designer allows the developer to indicate how page elements can grow/shrink 

within a single or multiple size groupings.  However, in some pages it may be necessary to adjust the 

organization of page elements in order to use the real estate offered by the device more efficiently. 

For mobile device platforms, separate page layouts can be created for portrait and landscape device 

orientation usage. 

Diving into a little more detail, the way in which the app designer allows the developer to create pages is 

through the creation of a “page series”.  A page series, as its name implies, is a logical container for a series of 

one or more pages.  It is a page series that is connected to a navigation menu option. 

The concept of a page series allows the developer to construct both simple and complex data input and 

display UI components. For larger physical screens, it may be that an app is designed in such a way that only 

one page is displayed.  But, for smaller screen sizes, it may be necessary to divide the UI into separate pages 

which the user navigates around in order to access the various aspects of the UI. 

Platform specific fine-tuning 
For each application, the developer is able to select the platforms they wish to create specific application 

designs for.  The list of platforms represents the (relatively large) array of run-time environments that today’s 

modern business application may potentially need to cater for: 

 Desktop browser 

 Tablet/phone browser (browsers running on tablet/phone for all platforms) 

 Tablet/phone hybrid native app (iOS, Android) 

 Windows phone native app 

 Windows 8 (“Modern UI”) native app 

 Windows desktop WPF native app 

The platforms, selected by the developer (known as “target platforms”), to a certain extent, control the 

functionality offered within the designer for navigation and screen design purposes. 
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Ultimately, it is down to the developer to decide how much design content is to be shared amongst the 

various target platforms.  This will be entirely context dependent and the app designer provides a range of 

easy and intuitive features to allow platform specific fine-tuning of many aspects of an application’s design.  

This helps ensure a natural and functional UI delivery across the entire range of supported platforms. 

View models 
Each page has one view model.  The view model describes the parts of the underlying data model that are 

required for this particular screen (irrespective of screen size or orientation).  The concept of a view model 

allows data retrieval to be fine-tuned for each screen and also allows a MVVM (Model-View-View-Model) 

design pattern to be utilized – a design pattern which is very popular in the software development industry.  

Local caching of data 
For certain (definable) parts of the data model, it may be useful to cache data locally on the device.  This will 

typically be most useful for those data entities representing data which changes relatively infrequently.  The 

runtime support provided by Evoke automatically detects and refreshes “dirty” cached data. 

Local data storage and data synchronization 
For many target platforms, the developer is able to decide whether they wish to enable off-line data storage 

and updating.  In this scenario, a complete copy of the application data model content is stored on the local 

device. 

If the developer selects the local data storage option, the application will (irrespective of network connection 

status) always update the local copy of the data model first.  In the background, the Evoke runtime support 

layer will detect the presence of data updates and will (when an active and usable network connection is 

detected) pass cached data updates to the data server (see Data Synchronization and Corporate Data 

Gateways section below for more details). 

If any updates fail, the developer will be able to detect such events and handle them accordingly within the 

UI.  The Evoke runtime support layer will automatically rollback any failed updates to reflect the new state. 

Locally cached data is encrypted.  Evoke also offers (through its run time support) the ability to require on-

line login to an application after a period of continuous off-line usage.  These two features ease the task of 

securing locally held data on mobile devices. 

Local data storage can also be controlled on a per-user basis at runtime, so for example maybe only upper 

management gets this feature to allow off-line BI usage. 

Thus, the product offers great flexibility in the way in which application data can be stored and synchronized 

across a population of users.  It also allows managed, controllable integration with any corporate internal 

database infrastructure. 

By proving support for a wide range of data access scenarios, Evoke is relevant for the vast majority of data 

environments associated with any given line of business application. 

Application lifecycle management (ALM) 
ALM is an important aspect for mobile platforms.  It basically entails the management (save/restore) of 

application state across potential sleep/resume/termination events occurring as the platform o/s attempts to 

preserve power and memory resources. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MVVM
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Each mobile platform handles ALM in a slightly different way although there is a lot of commonality in terms 

of concepts.  The Evoke runtime support layer automatically handles the persistence of application UI and 

data state across suspend/terminate events. 

3rd party control libraries 
The Evoke designer allows the developer to identify any 3rd party control libraries to be used within the 

target IDE.  The supported list of these will continue to grow over time. 

Visual Studio content generation 
At any point during the application design process, the developer is able to use Evoke’s app generator to 

produce a Visual Studio solution containing both UI and code elements based on the content of the design. 

Each target platform selected within the application design will be represented by either a dedicated project 

or by segmented code areas within a shared project. 

The structure of the generated content is such that onward development and customization work will not be 

impacted by repeated code generation cycles. 

Ultimately, the aim of the app generator is to convert the easily created application designs into hard IDE 

content.  This content may then be onward developed using all the power and versatility of Visual Studio as 

required.  In doing so, the developer is given the best of both worlds – quick and easy application 

construction along with unrestricted enhancement and customization capabilities. 

Within the app designer, the developer is able to (where necessary) identify areas of the UI to be created 

manually using custom Visual Studio components/functionality.  This might be done, for example, to allow 

specific 3rd party control libraries to be incorporated within an application or perhaps to allow sections of the 

UI to be constructed and driven in a very specific manner. 

The app generator is a native Windows WPF desktop application that creates the necessary code files on the 

developer’s system.  The generator is also able to create database schema content based on an app designer 

data model and (in the opposite direction) create data model content based on existing database schema 

layouts. 

Database integration 
The set of Visual Studio projects created by the app generator represents a complete end-to-end solution for 

your app – the UI for each required run-time platform, the RESTful web service used by the UI and all of the 

necessary back-end code required for full interaction with back-end repositories and databases.  If required, 

the generator can also create the “stub” code on the database server ready for you to flesh-out as required 

based on your specific database architecture. 

PhoneGap integration 
Another feature provided by the app generator is its ability to automatically create the zip file required for 

submission to the Adobe PhoneGap Build service (https://build.phonegap.com).  This cloud-based service 

provides a really easy way for you to produce the deployment package ready to be side-loaded onto an iOS or 

Android mobile device or for submission to the appropriate app store. 

https://build.phonegap.com/
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The generator automatically extracts all required web assets from your Visual Studio project, pre-processing 

as required, and then places the resultant content into a single zip file.  All you need to do then is upload this 

into PhoneGap Build via your Adobe login portal. 

Synchronization and corporate data gateways 

For applications that utilize Evoke’s offline data storage capabilities, a “front-end” copy of the application’s 

data (hosted on an internet connected server) is the immediate target for the individual copies of the 

application running on end user devices.  This front-end database is maintained by Evoke’s support layer and 

is responsible for making sure that data updates are correctly synchronized across a population of end users.  

This front-end database is termed the “Synchronized Data Repository” (SDR). 

However, before committing any data updates, the SDR must obtain approval from the “corporate data 

environment”.  This approval process is implemented via a RESTful service which is called by the SDR.  This 

RESTful service is termed the “Corporate Data Gateway” (CDG). 

The CDG acts as the mechanism by which a bi-directional interaction between the application and the 

internal corporate data environment is implemented.  Ultimately, it is the corporate data environment which 

is the “Master” data repository and it always has the final say as to whether or not data updates made using 

the application are valid or permissible. 

The CDG is implemented by the developer.  It must be a RESTful service and sends and receives JSON 

payloads in a format defined by Evoke. 

The CDG receives RESTful actions from the SDR and must interpret and action these accordingly.  RESTful calls 

from the SDR use the data model structure of the application as defined by the app designer. 

The CDG is also able to “push” data amendments out to the SDR as and when changes to the data affecting 

the application occur internally within the corporate data environment. 

Even though the CDG must be implemented by the developer, Evoke is capable of generating a Visual Studio 

project that implements a RESTful service in ASP.NET, so that all the developer needs to do is add the 

application specific sections. 

The CDG needs to be custom written because it has to reconcile the intrinsically customized and, very likely, 

different structures of the app UI data model with the internal corporate data environment.  However, 

example implementations of a CDG are provided with Evoke. 

The in-built data synchronization mechanism of Evoke will ensure that data updates committed to (or pushed 

out by) the corporate data environment are applied to each individual local off-line data repository.  This is 

done as soon as devices become connected to the network, providing that the connectivity requirements of 

the device are met - that is, mobile devices may be set to only synchronize data when on a non-chargeable 

network connection is active. 

Data encryption 

All data stored on the user’s device is 256-bit AES encrypted using a password/salt key combination unique to 

that device.  Data passed over the wire is also likewise encrypted. 
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The Process of using Evoke 

This section of the document contains a walk-through of the process of using Evoke from a developer’s 

perspective.  It also contains a selection of “deep-dives” into various technical aspects of the product. 

Installation of Evoke 

Currently, the app designer is provided as a cloud-hosted service.  It is accessed via a desktop browser.  

Therefore, there is no installation procedure for using the app designer; you simply need to subscribe to the 

hosted service. 

The app generator on the other-hand (because it needs to interact with the local Windows file system in 

order to create Visual Studio project files) is a native Windows WPF desktop program and is installed via a 

setup.exe routine on the developer’s workstation. 

Getting started 

There are a number of ways in which you can start using Evoke to create apps. 

The first approach is “data-model-first”.  This entails using the app designer to create your UI data model.  

You can also use the app generator to start this data modelling process by getting it to scan your current 

database for information/files which might suggest what type of data entities need to be created for use by 

the UI. 

Once you have created some of your UI data model, you can then start the process of designing the 

individual pages within the app, incorporating the elements from your data model as necessary. 

The second approach is “page-design-first”.  This entails using the page design component with the app 

designer to mock-up the overall visual layout of your app first.  This will then be followed by some data 

modelling work (as in the first approach) which is then incorporated into the page designs.  This second 

approach is often useful if you need to get an initial feel for how the data within the app is broken down – 

which may well influence your UI data model design. 

Data modelling 

One of the key tasks in creating an app with Evoke is that of data modelling. 

Evoke is based around the concept of creating a data model that is specifically designed to service the needs 

of the UI.  This data model is composed of “entities”.  Each entity represents a logical collection of data 

elements that are mapped onto the UI in order to allow the user to view and amend data within the app. 

Within the app designer there is a page dedicated to allowing you to define your “entities”.  Within this page 

you are able to create new entities and to add data properties (fields) to them. 
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All of this work is, logically, completely separate from the task of storing and retrieving data within a 

repository/database.  This aspect is covered in a following section. 

Data entities within Evoke are relatively straight-forward.  Each entity has a series of data properties.  Each 

property is defined as being a particular “data type”.  Most of the supported data types are the usual simple 

data types – alpha-numeric, integer, date etc.  However, you are also able to define a property as being of 

type “entity” – is which case this ultimately represents a relationship between 2 (or the same) entity type.  

The topic of how entity relationships are handled in terms of data retrieval is covered in a following section. 

Classification Types 

Within the app designer’s data modelling page, as well as being able to define entities, you are also able to 

define “classification types”. 

The concept of classification types caters for the very common requirement within business apps to allow a 

data property to hold one value from a list of allowable values – for example an invoice status code. 

The classification type system within Evoke is a generalized solution to this common requirement.  Within the 

app designer you are able to identify all of the different kinds of status/classification groupings within your 

app – these are termed “classification types”. 

Having done this, you are then able to set the data type of the required entity properties to “classification” 

and select the relevant classification type.  Once this is done, the UI data binding system within Evoke 

recognizes this mapping and will render the property as a look-up list at run-time. 

Data storage 

A key concept within Evoke is the very strong separation of the data model that directly services the needs of 

the UI and the data model/schema used within one or more data repositories that are ultimately used to 

persist the application’s data. 

This strong separation allows each of these two data models to be tuned to specifically perform their 

required task.  It also has the benefit of allowing the UI to be completely agnostic in terms of the particular 

type of data repository used to store the application data. 

However, obviously, at some point these two (possibly very different data models) must be reconciled in 

order to allow bi-directional data flow between data repository and UI.  This reconciliation, or mapping, is 

performed either within the web site hosting the RESTful service (with which the UI directly interacts) or 

within the data repository itself – or, in some cases, both. 

Other than in the most simplistic scenarios, this mapping, by its very nature, necessitates the involvement of 

a human developer – a person who understands the structure of data within the repository (or repositories) 

and also the structure of the UI data model.  In such scenarios, the mapping process ultimately requires a 

small amount of code to be written that transports data between these two data structures.  The generator 

can, if requested, create the starting point of the repository-resident code base, ready for the developer to 

then complete as necessary. 
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Within the RESTful service generated by Evoke, transaction boundaries are used (where available) to ensure 

data integrity across the series of data repository updates associated with a committed set of one or more 

data amendments made within the UI. 

Entity relationships 

As covered in a previous section, the Evoke app designer allows entities to be defined with properties that 

have a data type setting of “entity” – these are called “entity properties”.  Such properties are used to link or 

associate one or more entity types. 

However, because of the repository agnostic nature of the app designer data model, there is nothing within 

the model to define how related entity instances are to be retrieved from the data repository in order to 

populate UI data model.  This is a deliberate design decision because it allows the data repository access 

layer to decide upon the most efficient way of storing and retrieving related data. 

For data repositories that are capable of storing embedded entities within parent entities (for example 

MultiValue databases), the repository access layer is able to inform the UI layer that embedded data exists 

within parts of the returned data sets.  The UI layer will then make sure that all of the data required to 

correctly re-embed data is supplied to the repository access layer when data updates are made via the UI. 

Link to Existing Business Logic 

Evoke provides numerous ways to easily call existing business logic, either within the RESTful service or on 

the data repository.  The invocation of business logic can be implemented either via explicit calls within the 

UI or automatically by custom code within the RESTful service or data repository. 

The UI design process 

There are 2 main aspects of creating an app’s UI design.  Firstly, the structure of the menu system used by 

the end-user to navigate around the functionality of the app.  Secondly, (and by far the larger of the 2 

aspects) is the design of the individual pages that make up the rest of the UI of the app. 

Menu design 

Menu design is a 2-stage process.  One of which is performed within the app designer, the other being done 

within the app generator.  Within the app designer you define the hierarchy of the menu system.  This 

definition is created separately for each of the 4 “design-time” platforms supported by Evoke – desktop, 

tablet, phone and Windows Modern UI.  This approach allows you to tune the menu structure in a way that is 

most appropriate for the characteristics and app navigation culture and capabilities of each platform. 

After creating the menu design, within the app generator you are able to select the way in which the menu 

system is rendered for each platform.  Evoke comes with a selection of menu styles and appearances.  If none 

of these suit your needs, you are able to implement your own, custom, menu system. 
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Page design 

The page design environment of Evoke’s app designer is structured in such a way as to allow a number of 

important design tasks to be carried out in a quick and easy manner: 

- The prototyping of page layouts.  You are able to quickly create the overall layout of pages within the 

app.  This allows you to quickly establish an overall page structure for your app – both in terms of 

how data is spread out across discrete pages and also in terms of how data elements on the same 

pages are to be positioned relative to each other. 

- Screen size (resolution) handling.  Page designs can, where necessary, incorporate resolution-based 

adaptations to the overall page layout.  This allows an app to adjust the layout of a page in response 

to changes in screen or browser size or dimensions. 

- Platform-specific customizations.  The page designer allows you to create page layouts specifically 

for use on each the 4 computing platforms supported by Evoke (see above).  This prevents a one-

size-fits-all compromise to page design, but because of the ability to create re-usable data-bound 

components within the page designer, each custom page design can be created in a matter of 

minutes. 

Code generation 

Evoke’s app designer is only part of the overall picture in terms of the overall product feature-set.  After 

created all (or more likely part) of your app’s UI using the designer, the next step is to use Evoke’s app 

generator to translate these designs into hard Visual Studio code. 

The app generator connects to the hosted cloud service in order to retrieve the app design data.  It then 

allows you to perform two main activities.   

Firstly, it allows you to build a mapping between the data structures used in the UI data model and the data 

structures present within the data repository.  This mapping can be based on physical files/tables within the 

repository or on virtual in-memory structures that are ultimately handled in terms of repository read/write 

access by custom code – or a combination of both can be used. 

Secondly, the generator allows you to specify which computing platforms you would like to generate Visual 

Studio content for. 

Adding custom content 

The Visual Studio projects created by the app generator are structured in a very specific manner so as to 

provide ample opportunity to incorporate custom/bespoke content into the app using standard Visual Studio 

functionality. 

This custom content can be any of the following types: 

- HTML/images 

- CSS 

- JavaScript 
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- C# 

- 3rd party control widgets 

Most importantly, custom content added using the connection points created by the app generator will not 

be overwritten by subsequent code generation executions. 

For More Information 

For more information about Evoke, please email evoke@bluefinity.com 
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